These simple and affordable wall box occupancy sensors provide easy to install controls of your LED retrofit, renovation, and new construction projects. It is easy to customize the functionality of the device based on the lighting demands of the application space.

**Solutions**
- 3-in-1 Solution!!! Small offices with 0-10V and occupancy sensing all in one device.
- Low-cost code compliance
- Most LED fixtures are 0-10V enabled. This device lets you easily build on that feature and give your occupants the full range of dimming
- The PW-311 model is Passive Infrared (PIR) and is ideal in rooms with direct line of sight to the device. DW-311 model is dual-technology and is ideal in rooms with obstructions or partitions.
- Provides true multi-way control from up to four locations. This means you can easily adjust the lighting brightness from any device.
- The occupancy sensors vandal resistant lens is durable and robust. The lenses are also color matched, which provides a clean and unique aesthetic. This also avoids confusion from end users that may think the lens is the “on/off button”.

**Easy 0-10V Dimming Controls**

---

designed to be better.
WATTSTOPPER® WALL SWITCH OCCUPANCY & VACANCY SENSORS

Defaults to Manual-On operation for maximum energy savings and Code Compliance in advanced energy codes

Controls low voltage 0-10V Lighting Loads, Including LED

Durable & low profile vandal resistant lens avoids damage in high-traffic spaces

Decorator Styling, compatible with radiant® screwless or standard wall plates

Easy to use interface for smooth dimming control

Remove the interface buttons to expose dip switches. Adjust dip switch settings to customize options like: time delays, Auto-On, ramp up/fade down times, power loss mode, smart light level, walk through and test modes

Supports Partial-On operations for energy code compliance or incentives

Color matched lens avoids confusion from end users that may mistake a white lens as an “on/off” button

ADD-ON PRODUCTS:

Wall Plates
The Trademaster wall plates are molded from practically indestructible self-extinguishing nylon and stand up to the most demanding environments. They provide a pleasing aesthetic with a contour design that won’t flex or warp.

radiant® Screwless Wall Plates
For a more decorative aesthetic, upgrade to the screwless radiant wall plates. radiant screwless wall plates add a touch of elegance to any space. The screwless design provides a clean and sophisticated trim for your lighting control devices.

Contact your local Wattstopper Wattstopper Rep for more details.
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